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*534 “RAISINS ARE NOT OYSTERS”: HORNE AND THE IMPROPER
SYNTHESIS OF THE PUBLIC AND WILDLIFE TRUSTS
ABSTRACT
Public trust and wildlife trust doctrines have historically been viewed as two separate property doctrines. The synthesis of
the two would have serious repercussions for private property owners and endangered wildlife species. A misguided reading
of the recent Horne decision from the United States Supreme Court threatens to do just that.
The public trust doctrine is recognized as protecting resources that belong to no individual; more specifically the public trust
doctrine has historically been applied to navigable waters and submerged lands. The wildlife trust, while similar, has always
been separate and is more narrowly used to convey that wildlife is held in trust by the sovereign state for the people. In the
June 2015 Supreme Court case Horne v. Department of Agriculture, the majority was forced to reconcile their opinion with a
1929 Supreme Court case about government takings of oysters. Justice Roberts did so by stating “raisins are not oysters”
which in the eyes of some renewed and expanded the public trust protection to wildlife.
This article examines the public trust and wildlife trust doctrines separately - their development, their histories, relevant
caselaw, how they are codified in statutes and acts, and the legacy of the synthesis of the two trusts from Horne in relation to
them. This is the first article to analyze how Horne affects the distinction between the wildlife trust from the public trust. Then
the article analyzes the negative consequences of synthesizing the public and wildlife trusts, how the wildlife trust protection
of species is in conflict with the property rights of land owners, and alternative methods that could be used to protect both
property rights and threatened species.
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“Raisins are not like oysters”,2 is a simple five-word phrase in the recent Supreme Court Horne v. Department of Agriculture
opinion which has renewed a misguided idea that the public trust and wildlife trust are one in the same. This idea presents
possible property-right deprivation for property owners and simultaneously endangers wildlife species. The public trust
doctrine and wildlife trust doctrine have existed as separate protections of natural resources dating back to Roman times, but
the term public trust is often incorrectly used to describe the two separate doctrines. The use of the term public trust and
application of its principles to wildlife are both *536 improper and extend protections that infringe on the property rights of
individuals, in turn harming wildlife species.
Recently the Supreme Court bolstered individual private property rights when it found a Fifth Amendment government
taking of raisins in Horne v. Department of Agriculture.3 In the majority opinion, however, Chief Justice Roberts
distinguished raisins from the taking of oysters in Leonard v. Earle4 by stating that “[r]aisins are not like oysters; they are
private property - the fruit of the growers’ labor - not ‘public things’ subject to the absolute control of the state.”5 This one
small paragraph in an opinion that is overwhelmingly pro-property rights has subsequently renewed the misguided view of
public trust protection of wildlife among environmentalists, law professors, and bloggers. 6 Some have even gone so far as to
say that “the Horne court meant what it expressly said about state sovereign ownership of wildlife, and that will be Horne’s
chief legacy to takings law doctrine in the years ahead.”7
The distinction made in Horne has led some to think the age-old legal doctrine of public trust has been renewed and
expanded to include wildlife.8 While most courts have previously limited the use of public trust doctrine to cases concerning
water rights and submerged land, a small minority of courts 9 and now possibly the Supreme Court have opened the door for
including the state protection of wildlife through the public trust doctrine. 10 But this overly broad reading of Horne has been
cautioned against.11
This article argues that the distinction created in Horne should not be read to include wildlife in the public trust. The public
trust doctrine has been incorrectly expanded to include wildlife and allowing this expansion could have serious repercussions.
In Part I, this article reviews the public trust doctrine, its history, and specifically how it pertains to navigable waters and
submerged lands. Part II examines the origins of the wildlife trust doctrine, the Supreme Court’s recognition of sovereign
ownership of wildlife in Geer v. Connecticut, Leonard v. Earle, and Hughes v. Oklahoma, and the Endangered Species Act’s
interaction with the wildlife trust. Part III details Horne v. Department of Agriculture, the 2015 Supreme Court case that has
renewed the discussion of public and wildlife trusts. Part IV analyzes why the expansion of the public trust doctrine to
encompass the wildlife trust is both improper and deleterious *537 for property owners because public policy considerations
warn against synthesizing the two. Furthermore, the trusts are historically different, and the things they are supposed to
protect are inherently different. Part V gives examples of how the conflicting interests of the wildlife trust and principles of
private property ownership harm threatened and endangered species, and suggests a positive reinforcement system to
encourage landowners to preserve natural habitat on their land. It also gives an example of a steward program that could be
recreated to entrust private land owners to rehabilitate threatened and endangered populations.
I. THE PUBLIC TRUST
The public trust doctrine can first be seen in Roman times and the concept carried through to become recognized in colonial
America. The public trust doctrine came into existence to clarify the governmental trust protection of elements like earth,
water, and wind that could not be owned by individuals. The public trust doctrine continued to develop through the laws of
medieval England. When the British colonized America the concept of public trust came with them and began showing up in
the American judicial system in 1810. Since 1810 the public trust doctrine has been applied most commonly to navigable
waters and submerged lands. The most notable case in which the public trust doctrine was established was Illinois Central
Railroad v. Illinois, a case centered on whether the state could grant state owned submerged land to the Illinois Central
Railroad. The tests that have developed through judicial decisions have never included wildlife, and even in today only
involve submerged lands and navigability.
A. HISTORY
In Roman times, elements like air, water, and wildlife were viewed as things that could not be owned by individuals. 12 The
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Romans thought these resources were held in trust by the government for the public to use, and this concept was eventually
incorporated into the laws of Medieval England. 13 The English common law defined the public trust doctrine to mean that the
British Crown held title to the soil beneath tidal waters. 14 It was thought that the Crown had ownership of the waters and
streambeds to control commerce and navigation for the benefit of the people. 15 The notion of sovereign ownership of waters
and streambeds moved across the Atlantic Ocean with the first settlers under British rule, and remained after the colonies’
independence from Britain.16
*538 The concept of public trust was first recognized in 1810 in Carson v. Blazer, and was subsequently upheld by Arnold v.
Mundy and Martin v. Wadell’s Lessee, and was then extended in 1892 by Illinois Central Railroad v. Illinois.17 The two
prevailing branches of public trust recognized in the United States are navigable waters and submerged lands.
B. Navigable Waters
The determination of whether a body of water is navigable is touchstone to its sovereign protection. In 1871, the Supreme
Court stated that the public trust doctrine is applicable to all navigable waters, tidal or fresh.18 Today, there are several tests
used to determine whether a waterway is navigable and therefore owned by the state.
The “navigable for use” test started as the Daniel Ball test, in which navigability is defined by whether waters are “navigable
in fact.”19 This was necessary departure from British law because the waterways of the United States are more tidal than those
of Britain.20 “Navigable in fact” was defined as “when [waters] are used, or are susceptible of being used, in their ordinary
condition, as highways for commerce, over which trade and travel are or may be conducted in the customary modes of trade
and travel on water.”21 This version of navigability was originally governed by the Commerce Clause of the Constitution, and
the government’s interest in preserving commerce.22 Today the test has been expanded to protect waters that are navigable for
recreational use by the public as well as for commerce. 23
While the various tests have different applications, they are all significant in determining the waterways controlled by the
government in trust for the people.
C. Submerged Lands
Submerged lands have long been fought over by states and individuals, dating back to the oyster wars of the early 1800s. 24
Submerged lands are defined as “soils that are covered by the tides or by what are known as “navigable waters”D’.25 From the
earliest recorded cases like Arnold v. Mundy, and Martin v. Wadell’s Lessee, state courts and the Supreme Court have held
that the state holds title to submerged lands of navigable waters for common uses like fishing and commerce. 26 However, title
only applies to *539 the land up to the ordinary high water mark. 27 The Supreme Court has also acknowledged that a state
could assign rights to submerged land owned by the state in Illinois Central Railroad v. Illinois.
Illinois Central Railroad v. Illinois is an 1892 case in which the Supreme Court was asked whether the state could (1) grant
land owned in trust for the people of Illinois, and (2) revoke a grant of land and submerged land made by the legislature to
the Illinois Central Railroad. In 1869 the Illinois Legislature granted a parcel of land by and within the harbor of Chicago to
the Railroad.28 The land was valuable, and because the legislature did not give the Railroad exclusive control over the land it
accepted a sum far below its true value.29 Then in 1873 the legislature attempted to revoke the earlier grant. 30
The Supreme Court first found that the state owned the submerged land, and stated “[t]he state holds the title to the lands
under the navigable waters of Lake Michigan, within its limits, in the same manner that the state holds title to soils under tide
water, by the common law ...; and that title necessarily carries with it control over the waters above them, whenever the lands
are subjected to use.”31 The court then held that the Illinois legislature had the right to revoke the land grant because
submerged lands are held in trust by the state.32 Additionally, the Supreme Court held that the state could not permanently sell
the lands they hold in trust but that the state can temporarily lease land if it is to be used “for the public good.”33
II. THE WILDLIFE TRUST DOCTRINE
The wildlife trust doctrine, also known as the sovereign ownership of wildlife, can first be seen in Roman civil law. 34 Roman
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civil law described wildlife as being owned by no one, and, as a result, were considered to belong to all citizens of the State. 35
The wildlife trust doctrine from very early on was tethered to capture law. These capture laws eventually made their way to
English common law, and to the laws of Colonial America.
The wildlife trust doctrine appeared in the American judicial system in Geer v. Connecticut.36 In 1896 the Supreme Court in
Geer affirmed the concept of a wildlife trust, *540 but since then the Court has seemingly overturned its affirmation of the
wildlife trust doctrine.37
When Congress passed the Endangered Species Preservation Act in 1966, the wildlife trust doctrine was distinguished from
the public trust doctrine.38 Wildlife then came under the protection of one of the most powerful and well known
environmental laws in the United States.39 The protection of species from extinction by human action has long been the
purpose behind the wildlife trust, and is still that way today.
A. History
Under Roman law, wildlife was considered res nullis - or things owned by no one - and in having no owner they “were
considered as belonging in common to all citizens of the State.”40 Wild animals became individual property only when they
were captured.41
English common law initially adopted unlimited capture rules, but over time added more restrictions in the interest of the
Crown.42 The King had power to designate “royal forests” that allowed the King to protect the land, and any game for himself
and his favored subjects.43 Eventually English courts held that the King’s ownership interest in the wildlife was sovereign
rather than proprietary, meaning he was obligated to manage the wildlife for the benefit of all the people rather than for just
his individual benefit.44
The Roman and English laws eventually made their way to Colonial America, initially favoring the Roman method.45 This
initial use of Roman unrestricted capture was preferable as hunting was a main source of food for colonists. 46 Unlimited
capture laws led to the overexploitation of many wildlife species, which prompted states to pass legislation regulating the
harvest of wildlife.47 Some states even claimed ownership of wildlife in statutes and constitutions. 48
Soon thereafter states became involved in litigation surrounding their sovereign ownership of wildlife.
B. Geer v. Connecticut
*541 One traditional application of the state sovereign ownership of wildlife is hunting and fishing regulations on private
property.49 The federal courts have consistently rejected property right challenges to regulations on hunting and fishing and
have even gone so far as to say “[n]o citizen has a right to hunt wild game except as permitted by the State.”50 In Geer, the
defendant was charged with unlawfully possessing and intending to transport across state lines game birds that were killed
legally during open season.51
Upon review by the Supreme Court, the court upheld the rulings of the state courts, deciding that there were “numerous”
examples of judicial recognition of the states’ right to regulate wildlife. 52 The court acknowledged that the state represents the
public, and that the people “in their united sovereignty” own the wildlife, identifying the state as having a duty to protect the
public interest.53
Based on the affirmation of the state courts, many view Geer to be in support the concept of a wildlife trust.
C. Leonard v. Earle
In Leonard v. Earle, the Supreme Court upheld a Maryland requirement that oyster packers return ten percent of empty
oyster shells they harvested, or the monetary equivalent, back to the State. 54
The State claimed that the return of the empty shells was a requirement in exchange for the privilege of being permitted to
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harvest the oysters from State-owned waters.55 The shells were then returned to the oyster producing beds to furnish the
support and lime essential to produce oysters.56
The Court found no reason to doubt the power of the State to mandate the oyster packers return a percentage of empty shells,
because it is an entirely reasonable contribution to conservation. 57 At the time Leonard was decided, the Supreme Court made
no indication that they viewed the oysters as having extended state protection because of the public trust, instead it was
framed as the wildlife trust.
D. Hughes v. Oklahoma
In Hughes v. Oklahoma the Supreme Court examined whether an Oklahoma statute violated the Commerce Clause. The
statute stated that “[no] person may *542 transport or ship minnows for sale outside the state which were seined or procured
within the waters of this state ....”58 William Hughes was arrested for violating the statute by transporting a load of natural
minnows, purchased from a minnow dealer licensed to do business in Oklahoma, across state lines. 59 The Oklahoma Court of
Criminal Appeals affirmed his conviction, stating
The United States Supreme Court has held on numerous occasions that the wild animals and fish within a
state’s border are, so far as capable of ownership, owned by the state in its sovereign capacity for the common
benefit of all its people. Because of such ownership, and in the exercise of its police power, the state may
regulate and control the taking, subsequent use, and property rights that may be acquired therein. 60
The Supreme Court changed its stance by stating “Geer v. Connecticut was decided relatively early in th[e] evolutionary
process [of federal and state interests]. We hold that time has revealed the error of the early resolution reached in that case,
and accordingly Geer is today overruled.”61 The Court also stated “the Geer analysis has been eroded to the point of virtual
extinction in cases involving regulation of wild animals,”62 and that “the ‘ownership’ language of cases such as those cited
must be understood as no more than a 19 th-century legal fiction expressing ‘the importance to its people that a State have
power to preserve and regulate the exploitation of an important resource.”’63
Despite seemingly eradicating the inclusion of wildlife in the public trust by overruling Geer, the Court states “the general
rule we adopt in this case makes ample allowance for preserving ... the legitimate state concerns for conservation and
protection of wild animals underlying the 19th-century legal fiction of state ownership.”64 This distinction seems to support the
argument that the public and wildlife trusts are separate.
E. Interaction with the Endangered Species Act and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Actions
The Endangered Species Preservation Act was passed by Congress in 1966. 65 It was the first attempt of the United States
government to provide a means for protecting native animal species. 66 The Act authorized the U.S. Fish and Wildlife *543
Service (FWS) to acquire land to protect the habitat of listed endangered species.67 In 1973 Congress passed the Endangered
Species Act of 1973 (ESA), which is well known for being one of the most powerful and expansive environmental laws in
the United States..68 The ESA allowed the Secretary to determine whether to list a species as threatened or endangered.69
“Endangered” is defined as “in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range.”70 “Threatened” is
defined as “likely to become an endangered species within the foreseeable future.”71 When a species is listed as threatened or
endangered, the Secretary is supposed to designate its critical habitat, or any geographical area that is “essential to the
conservation of the species” whether or not the species is actually present at the time. 72
Section Five of the act is written to detail a land acquisition plan. 73 At the time of publication, no information is available
regarding whether this section has ever been applied in a real world taking of property to further conservation efforts. The
section specifically states that “[the Secretary of the Interior] is authorized to acquire by purchase, donation, or otherwise,
lands, waters, or interests therein.”74
The relationship between the wildlife trust and the ESA can best be described by a Venn diagram. The wildlife trust is the
larger more encompassing concept that the ESA fits within. The wildlife trust protects species that are not threatened or
endangered by the definitions set forth in the Endangered Species Act.75
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Another way the government takes land or restricts its use to protect species is through the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) condemnation process. The FWS has a service manual that “describes the structure and functions of the Service[ ... ]
prescribes the policies and procedures for administrative activities and program operations, and steps down [their]
compliance with other requirements, such as statutes, Executive Orders, Departmental directives and regulations of other
agencies.”76 Specifically, the Service Manual addresses the acquisition of land to protect species. Section 342 FW 6 of the
FWS Service Manual focuses on Condemnation.77 The Condemnation policy found in the Service Manual generally states
that it is the policy of FWS to acquire area in relation to the Migratory Bird Conservation Act, the *544 ESA, and other
species protection acts on a “willing seller basis.”78 The Service Manual later states that the FWS “may acquire land through
condemnation” in order to meet certain objectives laid out in the section. 79 The FWS protection of species through land
purchase and condemnation is another piece in the species protection puzzle that adds to the complexity of the protection of
wildlife.
III. Horne v. Department of Agriculture
Horne v. Department of Agriculture is a 2015 Supreme Court case in which raisin growers Marvin and Laura Horne
challenged a great depression era marketing order. The marketing order for raisins requires growers in certain years to give a
percentage of their crop to the Government, free of charge. 80 The required percentage is determined by the Raisin
Administrative Committee, and is determined in an effort to help “maintain stable markets for particular agricultural
products.”81 After collecting the set percentage of each grower’s raisins, the committee decides how to dispose of them in its
discretion only returning net proceeds to growers if the committee sells the raisins. 82
In 2002, the Hornes refused to set aside any raisins for the Government and, as a result, the Government assessed a fine equal
to the market value of the raisins - $480,000 - as well as an additional civil penalty of just over $200,000 for disobeying the
order to turn over the raisins.83
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals rejected the Hornes argument that the reserve requirement was a per se taking, and
reasoned that “the Takings Clause affords less protection to personal than to real property,” and that because the growers
retain an interest in the profit from any sale that they “are not completely divested of their property rights.”84 The Ninth
Circuit even said that just as a landowner is free to avoid government conditions by forgoing a desired permit, so too the
Hornes could avoid the reserve requirement by “planting different crops.”85
The Supreme Court, in an opinion firmly in favor of private property rights, ruled on three issues. 86 First, the Court ruled that
the government’s “categorical duty’ under the Fifth Amendment to pay just compensation when it physically takes property
applies to both real property and to personal property. 87
*545 Second, the Court ruled that the Government may not avoid the categorical duty to pay just compensation for a physical
taking of property by reserving for the property owner a contingent interest in a small part of the value. 88
Finally, the Court ruled that in this particular case the governmental mandate to relinquish specific, identifiable property as a
‘condition’ on permission to engage in commerce effects a per se taking. 89 On this final issue the Government contended that
the reserve requirement was not a taking because raisin growers voluntarily chose to participate in the raisin market, but the
Court held that the Committee erred as a matter of law, citing the Court’s reasoning in its previously decided case Loretto v.
Manhattan CATV.90
In distinguishing the Hornes’ case from Leonard Chief Justice Roberts wrote that “oysters, unlike raisins, [are] ‘ferae
naturae’ that belong[] to the State under state law, and ‘[n]o individual has any property rights in them other than such as the
state may permit him to acquire.”’91 Chief Justice Roberts continued to explain “[r]aisins are not like oysters: they are private
property - the fruit of the growers’ labor - not ‘public things subject to the absolute control of the state,’ [a]ny physical taking
of them for public use must be accompanied by just compensation.”92
Many environmental law scholars, and those in favor of government protection of wildlife saw these statements as an
indication that the public trust includes the protection of wildlife. While the Court never specifically addresses the public
trust in Horne, the language used by Justice Roberts in the opinion does seem reminiscent of language used in Geer and
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Hughes, among other cases that explicitly dealt with the public trust. The fact that Justice Roberts did not explicitly use the
words public trust should quash the idea that the Court was lumping together the public trust and wildlife trust.
IV. ANALYZING WHY THE PUBLIC AND WILDLIFE TRUST SHOULD NOT BE SYNTHESIZED
Through convenience, simplicity, and seeming similarities, the public and wildlife trusts have been lumped together and
generally referred to as the public trust. This marriage of the two concepts has led to improper expansion of the wildlife trust
based on the reaches of the public trust. The two doctrines have historically been viewed as two separate doctrines with their
own development through the judicial system for multiple reasons. The two doctrines should continue to be recognized as
separate and different. There are public policy reasons against combining the two. Combining the two gives the government
greater reach than traditionally allowed by the wildlife trust. Finally, the resources that each trust protects are inherently *546
different and require unique protections that should not be generalized between the two trusts.
A. Public Policy Considerations Warn Against the Expansion of the Public Trust to Include Wildlife
In Fifth Amendment takings cases, Lucas continues to reign as the regulatory taking standard, but Lucas has an unfavorable
loophole.93 The loophole in Lucas, often referred to as “background principles of property”, allows the government to take
land without compensation if it has an interest in the property based on this background principles concept. 94 Public trust is
recognized as a background principle of property, because it is anchored in ownership of real property or submerged land. In
contrast, wildlife trust has no true ties to ownership of real property.
This contrast seems to imply that protection of wildlife could not be seen as a background principle exception for
compensation in a takings case. If public trust and wildlife trust were synthesized into one large trust protecting all natural
resources, then the presence of wildlife would fulfill this background principle exception in a takings claim. This expansion
of government reach by combining the two trusts is inadvisable in the interest of protecting the property rights, and individual
liberties set up by the Constitution of the United States.
The “bundle of sticks” view of property rights is a well-known and accepted concept in the realm of property law, one of
those sticks in the bundle is the right to exclude. 95 This is another area where the public trust and wildlife trust differ, as the
public trust allows for the use of navigable streams. In some states this “use” goes so far as to allow fishermen to walk
through private property to fish regardless of streambed ownership. 96 No western state has given a public access right across
private land based solely on the presence of sovereign owned wildlife, but if the two trusts are combined this could be the
next infringement on private property rights.97
While no state has denied a landowner the right to exclude people based on the presence of wildlife, the courts are split
regarding whether owners may build structures to exclude the wildlife species themselves from their property. 98
*547 The Sour Mountain Realty case is just one of many examples where a land owner wanted to build a fence to keep
unwanted people and species out of their property.99 The court ultimately ruled in favor of the government and stopped the
construction of the fence. In United States ex rel. Bergen v. Lawrence, the Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit upheld an
order for a landowner to remove a fence which prevented wild elk from gaining access. 100 In addition to fences, courts have
also required to land owners to remove dams and add fishways at dams.
In Barrett v. State and Mountain States Legal Foundation v. Hodel the court found in favor of the government for no liability
for damage caused by protected wildlife, but stated in dictum that an owner is authorized to “drive [the species] away” and
that neither federal nor state law barred owners from “fencing out wild horses and burros.”101
Some see the distinction in these four cases as whether the fence harms the population it intends to keep out. Is this consistent
with the bundle of sticks approach to property for the government to remove the right to exclude? This is not consistent; and
combining the public trust with wildlife trust would expand the government’s ability to take away a private property owner’s
right to exclude.
B. The Public Trust and Wildlife Trust are Historically Separate
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Historically, public trust has exclusively been applied to waters and submerged land,102 while wildlife trust governed
sovereign ownership of wildlife.103 To say that the two separate doctrines have merged over time would be inaccurate.
Caspersen in her article states “[w]hile it generally is accepted that the public trust doctrine has ‘evolved into an amphibian,
moving easily from the waters onto shoreland,’ many people have doubts about whether the doctrine can ‘shed the fins, the
scales and the webbed feet to climb upland into the forests and mountains.”’104 This quote is intended to show that traditional
notions of public trust are rooted in waters, specifically navigable waters and submerged lands, and that to expand public
trust to include wildlife would require a complete reframing of public trust, including the established tests. This expansion
would be just another example of the boundlessness and malleability of the public trust that make it a catch all for the
government to expand their power.
The Supreme Court has distinguished the public trust from the wildlife trust by overturning a 1896 case, and most recently in
Horne v. Department of Agriculture. In the 1896 Supreme Court case Geer v. Connecticut, the Court recognized the public
trust of wildlife.105 But over the more than 100 years since Geer was decided the public trust *548 doctrine has been eroded
by several other Supreme Court decisions, but the court has continued to uphold the concept of a wildlife trust.
The erosion of Geer began with Missouri v. Holland when the Court upheld the constitutionality of the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act and rejected the claim that the Act invaded the states’ exclusive authority to manage wildlife under the state ownership
doctrine.106
The erosion continued with Toomer v. Witsell, a case in which the Court struck down a South Carolina statute imposing
exorbitant fees on nonresident commercial shrimp harvesters. 107 Then in 1979 Hughes v. Oklahoma challenged a statute
essentially identical to the one in Geer regarding possession of gamebirds, and the Supreme Court expressly overruled
Geer.108 The Supreme Court recognized “the legitimate state concerns for conservation and protection of wild animals,” but
then dismissed the public trust doctrine as a “19th century legal fiction.”109
Environmentalists seem to think that Horne v. Department of Agriculture reignites the public trust doctrine, but nothing the
court says in the majority opinion suggests that Justice Roberts is doing anything but distinguishing a case regarding wildlife
trust from 1929 that has been in the depths of the ocean for almost 100 years. Additionally, the United States Government did
not think that the doctrine was a significant enough legal concept to use it as a foundation in Horne. The Department of
Agriculture cited the case only one time in the merits brief it submitted, 110 and the terms “trust”, and “public trust” are not
used at all.111 Additionally, even though the Department of Agriculture cited Leonard in their brief, they did not discuss the
decision or its significance to the Horne case. It came as a surprise to both sides during oral arguments when multiple justices
asked questions about the Leonard case.112 This failure to discuss public trust, and its inapplicability to this case seems to
point to the fact that even the government (also the sovereign owner in trust) seems to agree that public trust of wildlife is not
a relevant legal theory and that by extension the public trust has not been expanded to include the protection of wildlife.
*549 C. The Resources the Trusts Protect are Inherently Different
The purpose of the public trust has been viewed to entrust the government with the ability to maintain waterways and
submerged lands in a way that allows for commerce and recreation in the interest of the public. 113 This purpose is inherently
different from the purpose of the wildlife trust. The wildlife trust has been viewed to entrust the protection and conservation
of wildlife to the government, recognizing that the conservation and protection benefits the public. 114 The intent of the public
trust is to maintain the resources for use. The wildlife trust intends to preserve the resources (wildlife) for coming
generations. Nothing in the public trust doctrine is aimed at conservation, instead its aim is use for public benefit and
arguably at the expense of conservation of ecosystems. Because of these fundamental differences, it logically follows that the
framework necessary to protect the distinct resources would also need to be different.
Additionally, because the statutory protections for the protection and limitations on water and wildlife are different it
logically follows that the trust doctrines that govern the protection would also be separate. Protection of wildlife is governed
by the Endangered Species Act, while “protection” of water is governed by the Clean Water Act. It flows naturally that if the
statutory protections make more sense being separate that the same is true for the trusts that protect them. These differences
in purpose and codification can be viewed as one reason that the two trusts should not be viewed as one.
Finally, Illinois Central Railroad v. Illinois set the standard that the public trust doctrine allows the sovereign “to lease in
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furtherance of the trust” and transfer control of submerged lands that are supposedly being held in trust for the people. If the
trusts are combined this standard could set up a dangerous situation for protected wildlife. This standard would allow the
government to lease or transfer control of populations to private individuals and corporations.
This has already occurred in Ranching for Wildlife. Ranching for Wildlife is a state managed program that encourages
cooperative agreements between landowners and wildlife agencies to improve the quality of free-roaming wildlife
populations, and in return the landowners enjoy modified hunting regulations that allow for greater flexibility to manage and
profit from the public’s wildlife.115 Colorado specifically has seen an increase in amount of land available for public use, more
active wildlife habitat improvements, and improved livestock grazing systems 116 - but at what cost to the species? It could be
argued that this initiative is more in line with opening up *550 land for public access and use (the purpose of public trust), at
the expense of conserving wildlife for the public (the purpose of the wildlife trust).
These inherent differences in the purpose, statutory protections, and the existing caselaw support the argument that the public
trust is separate from the wildlife trust, and should remain so.
V. NEGATIVE IMPLICATIONS ON PROPERTY RIGHTS AND ENDANGERED SPECIES PROTECTION AND
HOW TO RECONCILE THE CONFLICTING INTERESTS
The Endangered Species Act [“the Act”] was enacted forty-two years ago and is often thought of as codifying the wildlife
trust. But the Act has struggled to satisfy its purpose of “provid[ing] for the conservation of endangered and threatened
species of fish, wildlife, and plants ...”117 As of 2003 fewer than thirty species have been removed from the list and more than
half of those who have been removed were removed because they are now extinct. 118
The statistics are disheartening, but can be partially attributed to the conflict between wildlife trusts assigning ownership of
wildlife to the public, and the principles of private property ownership. 119 One example of this conflict between wildlife trust
and private land ownership is the Preble’s Jumping Mouse. After it was listed as endangered, a study found that private
citizens were just as likely to degrade the mouse’s habitat as improve it.120 Another example is the endangered Red-Cockaded
Woodpecker. A study found a reduction in woodpecker habitat area on private land after it was listed under the Endangered
Species Act.121 In both examples, it is thought that the failure to maintain habitat can be attributed to a lack of incentives for
doing so. Landowners know that upon finding the presence of the population the government will restrict any habitat
modifications - leaving the land owner in limbo.
One large problem preventing the government from compensating land owners for restricting use of private property in the
interest of threatened and endangered species is the sheer amount of money it would cost. 122 If the government had to
purchase land every time an endangered population relocated, the government would end up owning nearly all the land in the
United States. This is just not reasonable to expect, but in the interest of protecting species something must be done. Above
*551 specific examples were given where landowners destroyed habitats for endangered species before the government
discovered they existed to avoid the perceived punishment of restriction of use. To combat this negative side effect of the
current conflict between wildlife preservation and private property rights, this article proposes a solution more in line with
theories from behavioral psychology.
In the field of psychology, behavior can be reinforced or punished, and is done so positively or negatively. 123 The
government’s current system of taking away land, or restricting use in an effort to avoid habitat/species destruction, would be
considered a negative punishment - or in an effort to stop a behavior (destroying a habitat or species) a desirable stimulus
(property) is taken away. This paper is proposing that a positive reinforcement would be more likely to convince property
owners to maintain a desired habitat or species. If the government provided positive reinforcement, it should be something
like providing tax credits for each year the government restricts the use of property for the protection of species - or providing
a positive or motivating stimulus (a tax credit/break) after displaying a positive behavior (maintaining an endangered
habitat/species).124
This tax break system is similar to the current concept of conservation easements, but differs in its permanence. Conservation
easements “allow landowners to hold on to and use their property but permanently remove development rights in exchange
for tax benefits.”125 To be eligible for the tax benefits, “landowners must agree to allow the land to be used for one of the
following: outdoor recreation for the general public; protection of animals, plants or ecosystems; preservation of open spaces
10

... or the preservation of historic land or structures.”126 The requirement that the easement be created and held in perpetuity,
meaning all future landowners of the easement are bound by the terms of the deed, is the downfall to the current framework
of conservation easements. The permanence of the easement paired with the mobility of the protected resource creates a
conflict that seemingly looks like an underpaid taking. With some adjustments, mainly setting a term for the easement with a
“renewal with justification” provision, the easement system would be more property owner friendly, while also meeting the
goals of species conservation.
This tax break system seeks to address the compensation as well as the often temporary situation regarding mobile animals.
The government also protects species through the Land and Water Conservation Fund. The Land and Water Conservation
fund was created by Congress in 1965 and “was a simple idea: use revenues from the depletion of one natural *552 resource offshore oil and gas - to support the conservation of another precious resource.”127 Yet nearly every year Congress diverts the
funding to uses other than conserving our nation’s lands and waters. As a result, there is a backlog of more than $30 billion in
federal land acquisition needs.128 If Congress funded the Land and Water Conservation Fund with the money it is supposed to
receive there would be more opportunities for species conservation.
A different method to reconcile the differing interests would be to allow the government to entrust species to property owners
in a steward’s role. An example of this method is Ted Turner’s Green Ranch in Montana. When a disease threatened
populations of bison and cattle in Yellowstone, the government sought a refuge for uninfected bison. 129 The herd was moved
to the Green Ranch, with the expectation that Turner would bear the cost of relocating, feeding, caring for, and otherwise
maintaining the herd of bison until the end of the government’s research period. 130 This is an excellent example of how the
government could entrust a species to private landowners and provide oversight of their care and rehabilitation without
compromising the conservation efforts by allowing for increased hunting. This type of program could be recreated to attempt
to rehabilitate other threatened and endangered populations.
CONCLUSION
While some may think that the language in the recently released June 2015 decision in Horne v. Department of Agriculture
reinvigorated public trust protection of wildlife, and more specifically the synthesis of the two trust doctrines, this viewpoint
is misguided. The public trust and wildlife trust have historically been, and should continue to be, viewed and treated as two
separate trust doctrines. Combining the two trusts would be an injustice to natural resources because public policy
considerations warn against expanding the wildlife trust doctrine to mirror the public trust doctrine which would increase the
government’s reach in controlling who or what a property owner could exclude from their property. Additionally, it is
advisable not to combine *553 the two trusts because they have been recognized as separate trusts, and the resources they
protect are inherently different.
Interpreting the public trust and wildlife trust to be one in the same is dangerous not only for property owners, but also for
species needing the conservation efforts and protections. As a result, this article suggests a monetary based program to
encourage land owners to preserve habitat on their property, as well as a program that would aim to rehabilitate a threatened
or endangered species on privately owned land.
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